
How to Maximize Your Company Value Prior to Exit



The Problem: 
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Based on real world Buy-Side example.

Example:  EduTech Inc.

Seller Value

$30M
The amount the owner  agreed to 

sell their business. 

Buyer’s Value

$90M
The amount the company was 

worth to the buyer at purchase. 

What is Your Company Worth?
The amount a company is worth ranges greatly based on a number of 
factors that impact the valuation, terms and ultimate exit outcome for 
an owner.  These factors are often unknown by the seller.

Based on real world Sell-Side example.

Example:  Member Inc.

Original Offer

$65M
The amount a Private Equity firm 

offered based on the company 

seeking to sell.   

Final Offer

$120M
The amount the company was 

offered months after applying 

factors from this playbook. 



Entrepreneur Valuation Assumptions
In our research of over 500+ entrepreneurs most were inaccurate in 
their company’s valuation estimation. After finding a buyer, valuation 
was rated 2nd most difficult in the exit process. of entrepreneurs open to sell 

believe their valuation is over 
100% higher than their industry 
average.36%

of Respondents believe their 
valuation is 10% to 50% lower 
than the industry average.16%

of Respondents believe their 
valuation is 51% or more lower 
than the industry average.14%



The Opportunity maximum



The Ideal Exit Strategies
These strategies combine to create an Ideal Exit for a company.  
Focusing on these greatly increases a company’s valuation and 
likelihood to achieve an ideal exit.

Move a company into 

higher growth rates.

 Growth 
Curve

Be able to efficiently 

handle growth. 

  Scalable 
Framework

Hit key metrics that impact 

valuation multiples. 

Valuation 
Multipliers

Target  post-acquisition 

economics to drive strategic value. 

Leverageable 
Organization

Communicate  a powerful 

story to buyers.

The Exit 
Thesis



1. Growth Curve  



Growth Curve

The key to accelerating organic growth is to laser focus on  a 
target market where your business has a clear Competitive 
Advantage and Demand Control.  Identifying these results in 
the ability to accelerate qualified lead generation, increase 
sales opportunity conversion rate, reduce wasted marketing 
spend and drive the right revenue. 

Key Metric

Year Over Year Growth %



Growth Curve Strategy
Elements that determine growth ability.

Growth Curve

Demand Control

Competitive Advantage

Market Research

Marketing Strategy

Channel Strategy

Customer Insight Process

Sales Excellence

Personas, Segmentation & Buyer Journey Map

Lead Pipeline & Funnel Performance

Channel Mix and Adjacency Strategy

Strategic Driver Playbook Assessment &  Performance

ICP & Segmentation Analysis (eg. Churn, LTV)

Sales Cycle Performance, Win/Loss Analysis



Double Down on the Winners

Once you know where you have 
demand control and a competitive 
advantage, understand the 
metrics that drive (CAC, LTV, etc) 
growth and invest heavily to 
accelerate these even further.  

Sample Results: Using these playbooks, we’ve seen an 
156% increase in leads and a 215% increase in 
revenue.  On large deals, the new sales process led to a 
95% close rate.



2. Scalable Framework



Scalable Framework

The key to building a scalable organization is to build 
alignment across the entire company.  This includes 
strategic planning, executional frameworks, culture and 
business processing mapping.  Next add continuous 
improvement and tech enablement which dramatically 
improve your Operational Efficiency as you grow. 

Key Metric

Gross Margins and Capital 
Efficiency Ratio



Scalable Framework Strategy
Elements that determine the scalability of an organization. 

Operational EfficiencyScalable Framework

Organizational Alignment

Executional Frameworks

Business Process Map

Mission, Vision, Values, Strategic Planning

Reportings, Dashboards & Decision Making

Business Process Improvement, Org Chart & Roles

Strategic Driver Playbook Assessment &  Performance

Tech Enablement Internal Tech Efficiency, Operational Tech Map



Focus Your Energy

Too many organizations end up 
burning up tremendous energy on 
a lot of good ideas but this results 
in their being mediocre by not 
pursuing a laser focused 
approach on what is great.  

Sample Results: Using these playbooks, we helped a 
company see a 120% increase in profitability and 
another move from around 20% Net Margins to 35% 
adding about $10M of value upon exit.



3. Valuation Multiplier



Valuation Multiplier

The key to is to identify the metrics that drive the multiple 
such as growth rate, size, revenue type and contract 
structure.  In addition, understand how to build a clear 
add-back and EBITDA optimization plan to coincide with the 
Ideal Exit Plan.

Key Metric
Valuation (Exit Multiple) X

n



Valuation Multiplier Strategy
Elements that impact the multiple of the organization. 

Multiple TriggersValuation Multiplier

Market Exit Analysis

Economic Engine

Financial Optimization

Current M&A Analysis, Market Valuation & Terms

Revenue Model, Pricing Strategy, Contracts

EBITDA Optimization, Add-Back Strategy

Strategic Driver Playbook Assessment &  Performance



Move the Valuation Needle

Pursue opportunities that are 
often counterintuitive to make 
your business more valuable as 
you exit, for example making less 
upfront but moving to a recurring 
revenue model.

Sample Results: Changing contract terms and building 
an add-back strategy effectively led to an additional 
$10M in valuation for one company. 



strategic value

4. Leverageable Organization



Leverageable Organization

The key to becoming a strategic acquisition is to 
understand the post-acquisition economics and reverse 
engineer as much of this into the business so that you are 
worth far more to the acquirer.  Knowing these numbers is 
also key in the negotiating process, the deal value, terms, 
and increases the likelihood of close.

Key Metric
Post-Acquisition Economics



Leverageable Organization Strategy
Elements that impact the value of the organization for a buyer. 

Value Reverse EngineeringLeverageable Organization

Industry Analysis

Market Analysis

Competitive  Analysis

M&A Analysis, Trends, Context (PESTLE) analysis

Total Addressable Market, Fragmentation, 
Market/Product Development 

Competitive Landscape, Value-Chain Analysis, 
Company Position

Strategic Driver Playbook Assessment &  Performance

M&A Strategy Synergy, Post-Acquisition Economics



Become more Valuable to Others

Strategies can include focusing 
on one part of the value chain for 
your Ideal Customer Profile or 
building an M&A pipeline as part 
of the exit process.

Sample Results: A company was being offered around 
$65M but after applying these principles, including a 
company that would acquired as part of the transaction, 
the offer nearly doubled to $120M based on the 
post-acquisition economics.



5. The Exit Thesis



The Exit Thesis

Creating a clear Exit Story is one of the most missed steps in 
the process. In our experience, owners are too close to create 
this story and Investment Bankers focus on the financials and 
facts to get a deal done.  This is a costly mistake.  This is often 
the most important sales and marketing role a business owner 
has and they need a compelling story as part of the exit 
process.   

Key Metric
Strategic Valuation



Building the Exit Thesis
Elements to create a powerful story to potential buyers. 

Buyer OutcomeExit Thesis

Growth Curve

Scalable Framework

Valuation Multipliers

Predictable Growth Plan & Opportunities

Continued Efficiency Improvements

Future Valuation Multipliers

Strategic Driver Component Elements

Leverageable Organization Synergy, Post-Acquisition Economics



Use the Power of Story

Bring together the data and the 
strategies to build a clear Exit Thesis 
that demonstrates clear and 
compelling logic for buyers to do a 
deal at a strategic valuation because 
they see the opportunity.  

Sample Results: Presenting with the buyer as the hero  
has led to strategic valuations and deals closing.  
Recently, a company needed financing as part of the 
deal closing and after hearing the story the bank asked 
if they could contribute more including equity.  



The Opportunity
maximum



Will you Sell for Top Value?
This company had a $20M valuation range in the exit value.  The 
target price was set by an Investment Bank working with the 
company in the months prior to going to market.  After using this 
playbook their valuation increased 64% within nine months.

Target Actual

Profit1 $3.7M $5.2M  

Offer $37M $57M

Earn Out 50% 20%

 Cash $18.5M $45M 

 1 
Profit difference is adjusted EBITDA including add-backs and moving from 

12-months trailing versus 9 trailing and 3 forecast.

Based on real world Sell-Side  example.

Example:  Grow Inc.

Target Actual

64% 
Value

26% 
Earn Out



Our Process

Evaluation of your company’s 
exit readiness and creation of a 
roadmap  to ensure the ideal 
exit strategies can be put  in 
place. 

Discovery (3-4 mo) 

Build the plan to hit key Valuation 
Multipliers and elements to be a 
Leverageable Organization to 
achieve the highest company 
valuation.

Phase 1

Execute with the company’s 
leadership and continuously 
monitor progress to ensure the 
company is on track and begin 
the go-to-market exit planning. 

Phase 2

Build the Exit Story and 
Acquisition Thesis and build the 
list of potential buyers.  After 
initial feedback run a full reverse 
auction M&A process.

Phase 3

Ideal Exit Process (6-24 mo)



Next Steps

Are you interested in selling your business or learning 
more?  Our valuation playbooks accelerates an 
entrepreneur’s vision, builds game-changing wealth and 
creates liquidity events.  Companies that use these 
playbooks outpaces valuation targets by $10-60M in 9-24 
months and 4-6x value in 2-3 years. 

Contact us for a Free Exit Readiness 
Assessment to know if your business is ready 
for an ideal exit.

Drew Goodmanson
(619) 855-1143
drew@goodmanson.com
www.goodmanson.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/goodmanson/
 

https://www.goodmanson.com/contact/
https://www.goodmanson.com/contact/
mailto:drew@goodmanson.com
http://www.goodmanson.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/goodmanson/


Thank you


